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Online shopping mobile apps have enabled retail shoppers to purchase anything right on
their smartphone without leaving their premises.

Due to incredible convenience and enticing offers showcased by them, ecommerce apps
with fancy digital shelves and infinite product choices are booming louder.

The trend of shopping with mobile apps like Flipkart is slowly making traditional
shopping style vanish.

With the rise of apps like Flipkart, the number of customers browsing shopping websites
also plunged down.

Being a proven ecommerce leader in India, the app can inspires many aspiring online
shopping startups that wish to master the niche.

So these startups can break into the market with a mobile app as successful as a
shopping giant Flipkart?
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Read on to learn the secret to success and those crucial components you can adopt to
create an app like Flipkart:

Learning From Flipkart: An Online Shopping Giant

The thought of entering an ecommerce niche with a prosperous business prospects must
be essentially preceded by the even more daunting thought of overpowering the mighty
competition.

The online shopping giant Flipkart has a lot to teach aspiring businesses about how to
incise the existing market and emerge as an influential player.

Flipkart’s immense popularity goes to suggest its ability to study the nerves of current
demographics, its rivals and market waves, and to eventually implements the knowledge
into building a scalable and customer-oriented online shopping platform.

The most rewarding features that wrote Flipkart success story could be:

Spectacular and convincing app logo
Powerful search engine
Customer-specific products
Customized homepage with trending banners
Most relevant push notifications
Alluring offers and enticing discounts
Flexible shipping methods
Safe and reliable payment modes

https://youtu.be/8BDKSfAVtYQ
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If you would like to mirror an app like Flipkart with lively features & functionality, you will
need to learn the basics, and here it goes:

1) The Focal Points of App Development Approach:

it comes to building a successful ecommerce app that sustains the other surrounding
online marketplaces, experimenting with novel innovations would not hurt.

Try to be liberal and dispel all mythical misapprehensions and stereotypical stance,
especially the ones that involve intimidating cost criteria, scope of project and finding
the right mobile app development companies with unquestionable proficiency.

Consider the following list of major focal points to smarten your approach towards the
development process and optimize your time, efforts and other resources:

2) Determine Your Primary Range of Products:

Before you attempt to jot down your selling point, work on cultivating the idea of what
exactly it is you want to sell. Having clear understanding of what you are going to sell and
types of services to deliver will help you cement a clear-cut strategy which will go hand-
in-hand with the actual development process.

Setting the clear benchmark is synonymous to drawing a fine line between what sells and
what turns into fiasco. Moreover, your precise product clarity will also make it easy for
you to boost adaptation to the changing market scenario and gain rapid competitive
advantage.

This is how ecommerce giants Amazon, eBay and Flipkart grew popular and were
enthusiastically absorbed across the globe. You may launch a fairly limited range of
products that you are confident about and then expand further after achieving a certain
milestone.

3) Gather Insight into Your Target Audience:

The major activities happening at the core of ecommerce app development are solely
driven by customer requirements. Usually, your sheer focus should be divided between
middle-age retail app users and young audience opting for online shopping apps.

Much of brainstorming for target audience also involves determining the products range
in the early phase. Conduct in-depth research, observe market trends and analyze the e-
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retail customer impulses.

4) Subtle UI/UX Design:

A well accomplished UI design is the one that is clever enough engage users, and is
distinctive enough to stand out among similar products boasting in the leading app
stores.

Subtle interface architecture of this kind revolves around establishing deeper connection
with human gestures and precision of elements.

Since this phase follows your findings of target audience and market trends, designing
an interactive UI that delivers addictive user experience is an objective worth spending
time in.

Focus on all the elements and components pivotal to your app UI. Make them easy-to-
use, functional and comprehensible. A subtle familiar design makes users feel
comfortable reaching the order completion page.

5) Adopt Minimalist and Lean Standard

Although having minimalist design is no tough science, often app makers forget this
simple logic. Minimalism is still a superhit formula and puts positive first impression on
new users.

An overstuffed app is likely to confuse users, distracting them and making their shopping
process even more challenging. Keep features as limited as possible, at least initially, to
maintain quality and ease.
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Essential Features

To create a clever Flipkart clone with features that affords convenience. Depending on
the complexity you can manage, you can optimize them accordingly. However, better the
quality you prefer, more chance you will have to battle the competition.

1. Sign-in and Account Creation:

Save users their precious time by allowing them to register and create an account via
their personal social media profiles.

2. Smooth and Effortless Navigation:

Create easy-to-access menus and precise titles finding options comfortably. Indexing and
filters should ensure rapid search. Offering a solution for suggesting related or similar
products would also enhance shopping experience.

3. Reliable and Secure Payment Options:

keep the payment simple, secure and agile with trusted encryption methods. Users tend
to appreciate secure and reliable payment options. PayPal, Stripe and Braintree are
much embraced alternatives in this domain.

4. Add to Cart Feature/Wish list:

Add to cart feature lets users choose the items they like and add them to a cart on the
top corner. They can also choose to put them in their Wish list or Saved Items list to
place the order later. Purchase history is also common nowadays.

Promo Codes/offers:

This is highly customizable and sought-after feature in the world of online shopping.
Buyers rarely refuse an offer tailored for them specially.

Loyal customers should be the first to avail bank-specific discounts, promo codes, gift
card, waivers, etc.

Apart from these fundamentally momentous features, your online shopping app like
Flipkart can also be made unique with the following set of functions:

Customer support – your professional spirit of care and assistance is much
appreciated. Provide your customers with excellent support service and boost
loyalty.
Social profiles– Let your customers connect with other users and flaunt their
fashion wardrobe to make shopping fun.
In-app Wallet – Let your customers accrue extra cashback or returned item refund
right in the app’s wallet.
Currency converter – Upon expanding your business outside, currency converter
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makes for a great feature.

Three Major Ecommerce app Stimulants to Remember

Personalized Homepage:

In any circumstances, don’t take the risk of serving your app users with plain, bland and
monotonous homepage content.

Make the opening page of the app dynamic and vibrant with banners on hot products,
seasonal discounts and limited-time offers.

You may use latest trends or customer’s purchase history and cart items to design the
personalized homepage.

Custom Notifications and Offers:

Just like homepage, offers and notifications need diversity and customization as well.

To effectively deliver on a long-term value proposition of your brand, show your
shoppers how much you care by engaging them with relevant notifications on attractive
offers, fresh updates as well as gentle cart status reminders

Checkout Page Metrics :

No modern and innovative app would be actually modern or innovative without
integration of powerful analytics software connected to it.

The analytics dashboard presents you with the real-time data on monitoring of customer
behavior inside your app, especially as they reach the critical checkout stage.

Final Remarks

Developing a shopping app involves as many challenges as fighting the competition from
big names in the niche market. However, if you have unique ideas on mind, you can turn
the routine shopping process of customers into a smooth, unforgettable experience with
your app.

To prevent the complexity and cost-related burden from obstructing your mobile app
development process, it is advisable to find the right development partner that
understands your ideas and make them work.
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A perfect shopping app is built of superior UI/UX, features and smooth functions. Not
every company has a powerful team of strategists, designers and developers to meet
such standards.

Fortunately, Redbytes surfaces as a finest resort with impressive reputation, track record
and experience in diverse mobile app development projects. For thorough consultation,
you can contact us.
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